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These interpolation methods reduces streak artifacts, but at the expense of an overall degradation of image quality.
The purpose of this study:
To present a novel approach to reduce metal artifacts by in-painting missing information into the corrupted sinogram. The missing information is derived from a tissue-class model extracted from the corrupted image via a clustering approach and adaptive filtering of the image prior to the clustering.
M aterial and methods 1 3 Major steps
Adaptive filtering: the image with metal artifacts is adaptively filtered to reduce the noise content and to smooth streak artifacts.
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Clustering: the adaptively filtered image is segmented into regions belonging to different material classes: air, soft tissue, normal tissue, bone, and metal. An average CT number, measured in HU is assigned to each region. The metal region is converted to the CT number of the surrounding material. This socalled tissue-class model is then forward projected to a "model sinogram"
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Completion: the sinogram completion step comprises a substitution of "metal segments" by the corresponding segments taken from the model sinogram. Metal segments comprise those beams that pass through the high attenuating object. They are identified via forward projection of the metal components of the tissue-class medol.
Phantom and clinical data
Phantom 3 configurations were studied: One configuration, without any metal, was used as a reference to enable a quantitative assessment of CT number recovery. The other 2 configurations feature one and two titanium inserts, respectively: A titanium rod in one femur bone, and a bone-equivalent rod in the opposite femur, versus two titanium rods, one in each femur.
Clinical a patient with two artificial hip implants of about 20 mm in diameter each, a patient with a clip implanted in the brain approximately 10 mm in size, and a patient with a gold seed about 3 mm in size implanted in the prostate were chosen. 
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